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Pl What are the dements of a system 'i.C'in youi' have a

viable system without feedbaCk? Expiain

(') How important is the informal information system in

system analysis? Explain.

( ) Discuss the concepts of Management Information System

(\-lIS) and Decision Suppo.rt System (DSS). How are

they related ': How do they differ?

(d) What IS the System Development Life Cyde

(SOLe) ; How doc:s II rdate to system analysis 'J

(e) How would an analysis determine the user's needs for

a system ') Explain.

(f) Distinguish between initial investigation and feasibility

study. In what way they are related ')



1 Attempt any two partS of the following:- (lOx2==20)

(a) What is the difference between analysis and design ?

Can one begin to design without analysis'? Why?

(b) What activities make up system design ? How does

system design simplify implementation?

(c) When does an analyst terminate a project ?Howooes

it tie in with post implementation? Explain .

.~ • (a) Elaborate the technical and interpersonal skills required

of systems analyst. When i one skill favored over the

other? Why?

Explain and iHustrate situations where the multifaceted
"" t

role of the system analys might be applied in the

System Development Life eye Ie ?

What is meant by the analys .user interface? Why is

it a problem ?

(a) What is structured analysis? Discuss the tools used in

structured analysis. How does it differ from the traditional

approach?

(b) What steps make up the System Development Life

Cycle with structured analysis ? Discuss each step

with the help of examples.

(0) Describe the concept and procedure uses in constructing

DFDs. Use an example of your own to explain.
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(a) How can we create a secured system in loday's fast

changing technological advancements ?

(b) Classify different types of hackers on the basis of

their activities?

(c) Differentiate between symmetric encryption and

asymmetric encryption with the help of examples.


